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Over the recent months, the global economy has seen significant inflation across the supply chain. 
Rising costs in key areas such as freight logistics, semiconductors and plastic materials are having a 
substantial impact on our industry. This, in turn, has directly affected Honeywell’s cost to serve. 

 
Previously, we had communicated a 4% price increase going into effect on Dec. 13, 2021, for our 
mobile computers, RFID, barcode scanners, printers and accessories. This was to address the rising 
costs Honeywell experienced in 2021 and did not consider forward-looking cost increases expected in 
2022. 
 
After direct feedback from our partner community that a single, larger increase would be preferred 
over multiple smaller, incremental increases, we have made the decision to revise the 4% increase to 
an 8% increase for all SKU types. Certain low volume C SKUs will experience a higher price increase. This 
action helps to address cost increases that will persist into 2022.  
 
Please refer to the Partner Portal to review the revised full summary of planned pricing actions given 
this new information in the latest upcoming pricebook. To download the new upcoming pricebook, 
from the homepage of the partner portal, go to the Pricebook section, then select the Quick Links 
dropdown menu and select "Upcoming Pricebook" to have the document emailed to you. 
 
These changes will be reflected in the Dec. 13, 2021, pricebook publication. Additionally, there will be 
further communication around Media, Service and Spare Part price increases by Dec. 13, 2021, with 
an effective date on Jan. 13, 2022.  
 
There will be no pricebook published on Jan. 1, 2022. We will resume the normal cadence of the 
pricebook publications on Feb. 1, 2022. 

 
How does this impact partners? 

 

Any active, approved PE will be honored through its validity period. Upon expiration, they will be 
subject to adjusted pricing during the renewal process. 

 
New and existing Project Registrations (PRs) will be subject to adjustments in line with the adjusted 
price list beginning on Dec. 13, 2021. 

 
Orders placed with Honeywell or at a Honeywell Authorized Distributor before Dec. 13, 2021, with 
an unrestricted customer ship date, will be honored at the pricing in place at the time of placing the 
order for projects (orders associated with a PR or PE). 

 
Orders placed with Honeywell or at a Honeywell Authorized Distributor on or after Dec. 13, 2021, will 
be subject to adjustments from the planned pricing actions. 
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What actions should partners take? 
 

As always, our goal is to help our partners and mutual customers receive Honeywell products they want 
while enabling partners to generate more revenue and profit contribution. Partners should continue to 
leverage Performance Partner Program Benefits to secure compelling discounts to lead and win with 
Honeywell products, software and services, including: 

Partners can continue to take advantage of the Price Exception (PE) Program, designed to secure best 
and final pricing to win competitive pursuits. PEs have a 6-month duration period with an opportunity 
to renew for an additional 6 months for approved opportunities. 

 
Furthermore, Honeywell offers several promotions that are focused on accelerating margin-earning 
potential for top-selling products. Please reach out to the Honeywell Authorized Distributors and/ or 
Honeywell Sales Representatives for more information. 
 
The Project Registration (PR) Program offers a fast and easy process for requesting and receiving 
enhanced discounts for approved projects. Honeywell has implemented several enhancements to 
the program, including lowering revenue thresholds for many of our lines of business. All PRs now 
have a duration period of 12 months, with the opportunity to renew for another 12-month period 
for approved opportunities.  

 
We are dedicated to remaining as transparent as possible as we implement pricing actions. Please 
reach out to your Honeywell sales representative if you have any questions. 

Thank You, 
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